


FEATURES
• High-quality turntable lowboard in 60s retro design for your living room
• Listening station: provides storage space for a turntable and plenty of space for records
• Open record crate for flipping through your collection and with access to up to 130 x 12‘‘-records
• Front compartment with push mechanism for amplifiers, CDs or books
• Cavity on the rear panel hides unsightly wires
• Timeless design made of wood with white high-gloss finish
• Stable and elegant stand made of solid ash wood (white ash)
• - Shock-absorbing rubber feet for damping vibrations

Compartment for amplifiers, phono stages, CDs or books Hidden cable outlets Integrated record box for up to 130 vinyls

SPECIFICATIONS
• Material corpus: MDF wood with white high-gloss veneer
• Material stand: Ash wood (white ash)
• External dimensions corpus: 862 x 240 x 420 mm
• Overall height: 444 mm
• Weight: 17 kg

TURNTABLE LOWBOARD
The Glorious Turntable Lowboard is a high-quality piece of furniture in a retro 1960s 
design and is ideal for placement in your living room. With a dedicated surface for a 
turntable and plenty of space for your vinyl collection, the Turntable Lowboard is ideal 
as a listening station.

The open record crate invites you to flip through your collection and allows direct access 
to up to 130 12‘‘-records. A closed-front compartment with push mechanism houses 
your amplifier, CDs or books. The smart cavity on the rear panel is designed to route ca-
bles, making them disappear easily. The Turntable Lowboard comes in a timeless design 
made of wood and is provided with a white high-gloss finish. The solid white ash woo-
den support frame provides stability and not only looks elegant, but reduces vibrations 
through shock-absorbing rubber feet.
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MODULAR MIX RACK
The Glorious Modular Mix Rack is ideally suited for use as turntable moni-
toring station, while also offering the possibility of storing vinyl. The 3-part 
construction consists of two large compartments for 12‘‘-records, one com-
partment for 7‘‘-records as well as a storage area for a turntable or mixer.

In total, the Modular Mix Rack offers enough capacity for up to 280 12‘‘-re-
cords and 300 7‘‘-records. The surface can accommodate a turntable, CD 
player or mixer. Via various ducts on the upper surface, interior space and at 
the bottom unsightly cables can easily be hidden. The 7‘‘ compartment is also 
suitable for storing an amplifier and also offers the possibility to route cables.

The Modular Mix Rack is characterized by an especially sturdy and robust 
construction and is therefore perfectly suited for use as monitoring station 
or DJ table (when three modules are combined). Moreover, the Modular Mix 
Rack can be used as extension for the Modular Mix Station. Thanks to an easy 
assembly in just a few steps the turntable monitoring station is ready for use 
in no time. The Modular Mix Station is made of solid MDF wood and available 
in black or white.

FEATURES
• Modular DJ mix station in 6-part design
• Four 12‘‘-record compartments and two 7‘‘-record compartments
• Storage capacity for amplifier & cables and large storage area for a DJ setup with laptop
• High-quality opaque acrylic front panel; can be used optionally for indirect lighting
• Capacity for up to 200 x 12‘‘-records and 120 x 7‘‘-records
• Ideal as DJ table with integrated vinyl storage
• Various ducts for cable routing on top, interior and ground
• Spacious compartment with push mechanism for storing cables, amplifiers, etc.
• Especially sturdy and robust construction compared to conventional furniture solutions
• Storage area‘s extension in combination with the Modular Mix Rack

SPECIFICATIONS
• Material: MDF wood
• Outer dimensions: 480 x 910 x 1350 mm
• Weight: 42.3 kg

available in black and white

two 12“ compartments 7“ compartment Multiple cable outlets
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MODULAR MIX STATION
The Glorious Modular Mix Station is ideally suited for use as a DJ table, while also offering the possibility of 
storing vinyl. The 6-part construction consists of four compartments for 12‘‘-records, two compartments 
for 7‘‘-records, space for an amplifier and cables, as well as a large storage space for a DJ setup plus lap-
top. The high-quality acrylic front plate with opaque glass look can be illuminated indirectly via optionally 
available LED strips.

In total, the Modular Mix Station offers enough capacity to store up to 200 12‘‘-records and 120 7‘‘-records. 
The surface can accommodate two turntables/CD players and a mixer or a controller plus laptop. Various 
ducts on the upper surface, interior space and at the bottom allow you to hide unsightly cables and plugs. 
A spacious compartment with push mechanism offers additional storage space for various items, such as 
amps and socket strips, or spare equipment.

The Modular Mix Station is especially sturdy and making it perfectly suited for professional DJ applications. 
Thanks to an easy assembly, in just a few steps the DJ table is ready for use in no time. The Modular Mix 
Station is made of solid MDF wood and available in black or white. By combining the table with the Modular 
Mix Rack, the storage space can be additionally expanded.

FEATURES
• Modular DJ mix station in 6-part design
• Four 12‘‘-record compartments and two 7‘‘-record compartments
• Storage capacity for amplifier & cables and large storage area for a DJ setup with laptop
• High-quality opaque acrylic front panel; can be used optionally for indirect lighting
• Capacity for up to 200 x 12‘‘-records and 120 x 7‘‘-records
• Ideal as DJ table with integrated vinyl storage
• Various ducts for cable routing on top, interior and ground
• Spacious compartment with push mechanism for storing cables, amplifiers, etc.
• Especially sturdy and robust construction compared to conventional furniture solutions
• Storage area‘s extension in combination with the Modular Mix Rack
• Available with black or white finish

SPECIFICATIONS
• Material: MDF wood
• Outer dimensions: 480 x 910 x 1350 mm
• Weight: 42.3 kg

Various ducts for cable routing Compartments for 12“- and 7“-records Hidden storage compartment with push mechanism door

Available in black and white
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GIG BAR
The Glorious Gig Bar is a stylish and modern piece of DJ furniture with a very tasteful design. 
A nifty combination of sophisticated materials emphasize the Gig Bar‘s ambitions to be more 
than just a utility place for DJ equipment. Moreover this DJ workstation is available in black or 
white finish but not only the components are designed coherently.

An aluminum support stabilizes the table giving the Gig Bar that certain touch. The acrylic 
front plate improves the Glorious gig Bar and makes it a real eye-catcher. The optionalyy avai-
lable LED kit puts the table in the limelight, as a multi-colour LED strip illumiantes the table 
softly in various shades. The integrated cable cavity as well as the pre-mounted connector 
strip avoid any cable tangle.

FEATURES
• For 2 turntables or tabletop CD players or controller and 1 mixer (up to 14‘‘)
• High quality acrylic front plate
• Massive aluminum support
• Available in black or white
• Optional LED kit available

Internal cable management LED-Kit optionally available Transuscent acrylic front

SPECIFICATIONS
• Material: MDF wood
• Dimensions: 1094 x 1000 x 490 mm
• Weight: 31 kg

Available in black and white
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SESSION CUBE XL
The Glorious Session Cube XL is a stylish yet robust DJ workstation designed for use either at home or in a bar/
lounge environment. The stable construction offers more than adequate space and the ideal working height for a 
classic DJ setup or modern controller equipment. Due to the simple construction, it is remarkably transportable. 

Not only does the Session Cube XL look great, but it’s also practical. The built-in cable routing system and integra-
ted cable-tidy duct keeps the work space clutter-free. The duct also masks a storage space which can easily house 
a multi-way power socket directly beneath the table‘s surface. The high-quality piano finish of the Session Cube XL 
complements the minimalist design with a striking and stylish finish to suit any interior. The optionally available 
RGB LED illumination kit comes with remote control and can be installed discretely into the structure, to help the 
Session Cube XL stand-out like no other DJ booth.

The Session Cube XL can also be expanded on to accomodate a separate laptop stand (sold separately), for modern 
digital DJs who like their laptop to sit above their DJ system. The laptop stand is made of a sturdy glass plate that 
can be mounted seamlessly on the table via two aluminum carriers.

Glorious Session Cube XL: A smart designer table for DJs.

FEATURES
• Designer DJ workstation
• Easy assembly via three-part construction consisting of top part and two pedestals
• Integrated cable routing with Sufficient storage space for cables & socket
• Sturdy, safe stand thanks to wide standing construction
• Indirect RGB LED lighting with remote control for colour changing (optionally available)
• Optionally available laptop stand made of glass with aluminum angles for direct mounting

Storage space for cables and sockets Integrated cable routing

Laptop stand made from
tempered glass optionally available

Colour-changing LED-Kit optionally available

SPECIFICATIONS
• Material: MDF construction with piano finish
• Dimensions: 1500 x 450 x 900 mm
• Weight: 32 kg
• LED kit optionally available
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MIX STATION
The professional Glorious Mix Station turns every living room into a DJ 
cockpit. The convenient worktop design offers space for two turntables 
(or CD players), a mixer up to a width of 14“ or a controller plus laptop.

The Mix Station is especially sturdy and making it perfectly suited for 
professional DJ applications. Thanks to an easy assembly, in just a few 
steps the DJ table is ready for use in no time. The Mix Station is made of 
solid black MDF wood.

FEATURES
• For 2 turntables or tabletop CD players and 1 mixer up to a width of 14‘‘
• Turntables can be positioned vertically and horizontally 
• Anti-vibration construction
• Cable ducts on the front and side plates
• Optically matching the Glorious record and CD boxes
• Black shrink-wrap finish

SPECIFICATIONS
• Material: MDF wood 
• Dimensions: 1280 x 898 x 430 mm 
• Weight: 27.3 kg
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FEATURES
• Professional Studio Workstation
• Thoughtfully designed construction with many application possibilities
• Produce on 3 levels simultaneously, large working space with increased width and depth
• Two integrated 3U racks for 19” equipment, centre storage compartment for laptops, audio interfaces etc.
• Pull-out drawer for keyboards (up to 88 keys)
• Various ducts for cable routing on top, interior and ground
• Interior cable duct for multiple sockets, accessible from front and rear
• Extremely stable build with additional struts
• High torsional stiffness thanks to X-shaped design
• Available with high-quality black, white or walnut finish

Pull-out drawer for keyboards Ducts for cable routing Hidden compartment shelf for multiple sockets

SPECIFICATIONS
• Material: MDF wood
• Outer dimensions: 1550 mm x 932 mm x 650 mm
• Weight: 39.7 kg (delivered in 2 space-saving cartons)
• Maximum load keyboard tray: 12.5 kg

SOUND DESK PRO
The Glorious Sound Desk Pro is a professional studio workstation, which is suitable for many creative applications and is thoughtfully 
designed to form the centre of your production process. The studio table offers enough space to set up a laptop/computer, screen, 
studio monitors, audio interface, 19“ rack-mount equipment, MIDI controllers, synths and a master keyboard.

The design of the Sound Desk Pro allows you to produce on 3 levels at the same time. Thanks to the increased width and depth of the 
working space, there is plenty of room for your equipment. The two 3U rack slots behind it also allow 19‘‘ devices such as compressors, 
equalizers or effects to be mounted. A further compartment in the centre is suitable for stowing a laptop or audio interface. A pull-out 
drawer can accommodate keyboards up to 88 keys. It can be mounted onto the Sound Desk Pro in 4 different height positions.

The construction offers many intelligent details, as well as plenty of ducts for cable routing on top, inside and bottom of the Sound Desk 
Pro. An interior cable duct is also suitable for organising the power supply using multiple sockets and is accessible from both the front 
and rear. The cable recess at screen height makes it easy to place the Sound Desk Pro flush with the wall.

The Sound Desk Pro is extremely stable due to its X-shaped design. Additional struts ensure that the table does not wobble or flex and 
all devices remain securely. The assembly is easy and can be done in just a few steps. The Sound Desk Pro is made of solid MDF wood 
and available with a high-quality black, white or walnut finish.

Available in black, white and walnut
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WORKBENCH
The working console for home and studio projects by the creative Glorious hotbed 
comes with a clearly arranged design and is available in two colour variants. The 
Glorious manufacturers have worked flat out thus creating a working station that 
is equally intended for producers, studio engineers and hobby musicians. The 
construction is extremely robust, assembly can be carried out in no time and the 
classy piece of furniture offers space for important objects from the producing daily 
routine. Whether amplifier, studio mixer, microphone, keyboard, headphones or other 
equipment: Everything can be stored ergonomically and it all remains in reach. 

The pull-out drawer is very convenient for placing a master keyboard on top. When no 
longer required the drawer can easily and comfortably be pushed back thus facilitating 
a comfortable workflow for PC keyboard and equipment. Elaborate cavities for cable 
guide are self-evident and there is also enough space for DVDs, books or accessories. 
On the elevated second level it is possible to smoothly place large TFT displays. On the 
left and right side of this monitor space you can find two designated trays for studio 
monitor speakers. The chief attraction is that these trays are revolvable. This way it is 
possible to find the perfect position for the speakers.

Glorious Workbench: Easily assembled, conveniently stored, well produced.

FEATURES
• Convenient producing workstation for home and project studios
• Extremely robust and ergonomical construction
• Pull-out drawer for keyboards
• 2x 4 RU 19‘‘ racks
• Space for CDs, DVDs, books, etc. with cavities for cable guiding
• Enough space for PC keyboard, mouse, studio mixer and further equipment
• Second level for large displays
• Convenient, revolvable trays for monitor speakers

SPECIFICATIONS
• Material: massive MDF wood
• Dimensions with rotary tables: 1560 x 980 x 580 mm
• Weight: 39,5 kg 
 
Maximum load:
• Middle monitor area: 50 kg
• Single speaker tray: 10 kg
• Keyboard tray: 10 kg
• Main table area: 107 kg

available in black and white
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RECORD BOX SERIES
The Record & CD Box Series consists of plain and solid storage systems 
for 12“ records or CDs. These are made of quality MDF wood, available 
with a black or white finish. Thanks to an easy assembly, in just a few 
steps the storage solutions are ready for use in no time. By combining 
further modules of the Record & CD Box Series, the storage space can be 
additionally expanded.

RECORD RACK 330
• Advanced vinyl station with 2-piece layout
•  Combination of Record Box Advanced 110 and Record Box 230
• Holds up to 330 12‘‘-records
• Material: MDF wood
• External dimensions: 356 x 956 x 342 mm
• Weight: 12.7 kg

RECORD BOX DISPLAY DOOR
• Accessory to the Record Box series
• Retrofittable door for locking a Record Box
• Integrated LP holder made of metal for 12‘‘ records
• Material: MDF wood
• Outer dimensions: 340 x 33 x 354 mm
• Weight: 1.55 kg
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RECORD BOX 55
•  Holds up to 55 12“ records
• Material: MDF wood 
• Dimensions: 355 x 340 x 210 mm 
• Weight: 5 kg

RECORD BOX ADVANCED 110
• Holds up to 110 12‘‘ records
• Slanted sides for easy access
• Material: MDF wood 
• Dimensions: 355 x 265 x 340 mm
• Weight: 4.4 kg

CD BOX 180
• Holds up to 180 compact discs
• With divider (90 CDs per compartment)
• Easy set-up in just a few simple steps
• Wall mounting possible
• Material: MDF wood
• External dimensions: 705 x 325 x 155 mm
• Weight: 5.6 kg

CD BOX 90
• Holds up to 90 compact discs
• With divider (45 CDs per compartment)
• Easy set-up in just a few simple steps
• Wall mounting possible
• Material: solid MDF wood 
• Dimensions: 705 x 155 x 170 mm 
• Weight: 12.6 kg

RECORD BOX 110
•  Holds up to 110 12“ records
• Material: MDF wood 
• Dimensions: 355 x 355 x 340 mm 
• Weight: 6.3 kg

RECORD BOX 230
•  Holds up to 230 12“ records
• Material: MDF wood 
• Dimensions: 705 x 355 x 340 mm 
• Weight: 11.7 kg
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VINYL FRAME SET (12 INCH)
• 3x vinyl cover frames for 12‘‘ records
• Stylish interior design with your favourite records
• Easy to mount and exchange your vinyl art
• Wide frame border available in black and white version
• Adjustable grip mount
• Robust plastic frame and glass cover

RECORD STAND 75
• Classy display and storage solution for vinyl records
• Offers space for up to 75 records
•  Stylish presentation in a timeless design, consisting of wood elements 

and sturdy acrylic glass
• Suitable for all vinyl formats (7’’, 10’’, 12’’)
•  Comfortable flipping through ones record collection without records 

getting out of place thanks to grooved wood
• Useful angle of inclination on both sides keeps records from falling over

VINYL FRAME SET (7 INCH)
• 3x vinyl cover frames for 7‘‘ records
• Display your favorite records in style
• Easy mounting and swapping of your vinyl covers
• Sturdy plastic construction with an extra wide frame border
• Adjustable wall mounting bracket
• Additional stand for upright placement
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CABLE ZIP
• Bundles cables and creates a tidy arrangement
• Easy to cut with a pair of scissors
• Material: polyethylene
• Diameter: 22 mm
• Length: 1800 mm

HEADPHONES STAND
• High-quality headphones holder made of wood with a walnut finish
• Timeless and elegant design, suitable for a variety of headphones
• Display your headphones in style
• Curved shape for careful and ergonomic storage
• Flat side for straight cable routing
• Ideal for the high-end range in professional studios, HiFi or at home
• Material: Plywood with real wood veneer
• Dimensions: 259 x 146 x 100
• Weight: 480g

VINYL HOLDER SMART 7“
• Holds up to 25 vinyls in the 7‘‘-format
• Especially light and stable construction made of metal
• Easy assembly on the wall, incl. fixing accessories

PROTECTIVE COVERS  12.5“
• Preserves record covers and for storing records
• Transparent PVC flat bags
• Delivery unit: 100 pcs

PROTECTIVE COVERS  7“
• Preserves record covers and for storing records
• Transparent PVC flat bags
• Delivery unit: 100 pcs

ANTI-STATIC
RECORD SLEEVES
• Anti-static 12‘‘ record inner sleeves
• Prevents static charging and protects your vinyl
• Delivery unit: 50 pcs

CONTROLLER PROTECTIVE
COVER LARGE
• Material: PVC-coated polypropylene
• Max. dimensions: 525 x 350 x 65 mm

COMPACT MIXER
PROTECTIVE COVER
• Material: PVC-coated polypropylene
• Max. dimensions: 255 x 105 x 355 mm

CONTROLLER PROTECTIVE COVER
• Material: PVC-coated polypropylene
• Max. dimensions: 410 x 305 x 70 mm

VINYL HOLDER SMART 12“
• Holds up to 25 vinyls 
• Especially light and stable construction made of metal
• Easy assembly on the wall, incl. fixing accessories

VINYL HOLDER SUPERIOR
• Holds up to 25 records
• Stable construction made of solid metal 
• Easy assembly on the wall, incl. fixing accessories

VINYL DIVIDER
• Helps arranging record collections
• Featuring a rider for labeling or stickers
• Available in black and white
• Delivery unit: 1pcs
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RECORD CLEANING BRUSH
• Classic cleaning brush
• Cleaning aid for vinyl records
• Removes electrostatic charging and dust
• More than a million fibres

STYLUS CLEANER
• Stylus cleaner
• Gently removes all residue
• Enhances sound quality

STYLUS CLEANER
•  Set consists of: 1x Reloop anti-static cleaning cloth MK2, 

1x Reloop vinyl/CD cleaning fluid, 250 ml
• Cleaning fluid for sound carriers
• Removes dust, dirt and electrostatic charging

PROFESSIONAL VINYL & 
STYLUS CLEANING SET
•  Set consists of: 1x Reloop carbon record brush, 1x 

Reloop anti-static cleaning cloth, 1x Reloop vinyl 
cleaning fluid 20 ml,  1x Reloop stylus cleaning 
fluid 20 ml

• Complete cleaning set for LPs & CDs

100 CD CASE
• Holds appr. 100 CDs
•  Extremely sturdy construction  

made of aluminium-coated wood
• 4-fold division
• 2 lockable snap fits

200 TROLLEY CD CASE
• Holds appr. 100 CDs
• Rolls on two wheels
• Telescope handle
• 4-fold division
• 2 lockable snap fits

100 CD CASE PRO
• Holds appr. 100 CDs
• 3-fold division
•  Extremely robust construction  

made of coated wood
• Lockable snap fits
• Removable cover

120 TROLLEY RECORD CASE
• Holds appr. 100 CDs
• Classic record case with trolley frame
• Removable trolley frame
• Rolls on two wheels
• Telescope handle
• 50/50 division
• Lockable low profile butterfly locks

60 RECORD CASE
• Holds approximately 60 records
• Extremely robust construction made of aluminum-coated wood
• Removable top
• 2 lockable snap fits

80 RECORD CASE
• Holds approximately 80 records
• Robust construction made of aluminium-coated wood
• Inclined cut case with 50/50 division
• Lockable low profile butterfly lock
• Available in black and silver

GLORIOUS RECOMMENDS
www.reloop.com
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